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Technology

Have an
amazing
weekend

If you are anything
like me the lightning
speed at which
technology is
evolving can be very
hard to keep up with.
There have been
some amazing
developments which
have led to amazing
advancements and
improvements such
as better life saving
operations and
increased vehicle
safety. We do know
as a school, and you
will know as parents,
that there is also a
darker side to some
technology.

With the rise in smart
phones many of our
children have quick
and easy access to
the internet. This can
be hard for you to
police as parents—
but it has to be done.
An example would be
around password
protection. Do you
know your child’s
passwords? Do you
check your child’s
phone or other
internet usage? Are

your safety filters and
parental locks in
place?
To support you,
School will continue
to offer regular
briefings from West
Yorkshire Police, and
we will continue to
provide updated
information on our
website.
Only children walking
home alone should
be bringing a phone
into school. This
must be handed in
daily and not used at
all on the
premises—especially
cameras.
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I have been jointly observing
lessons this week with
members of staff. I observed
some science lessons with Mrs
Scott and the children talked
really well about what they
had been doing. Encourage
your children to explain what
they have been doing this
week.

We have had a couple
of cases of our old
perennial problem—
head lice. Please take a
moment this weekend
to check your children.
Remember all long
hair, boy or girl is to be
tied back.

This week’s attendance
champions
Foundation R2 with 97.7%
KS1 1.1 with 98.3%
KS2 Lower 3.1, 4.1 & 4.2 with
97.7%
KS2 Upper 6.3 with 98.6%

